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Discovering Mesa Prieta

SUBJECTS:  Science, Language Arts.

SUGGESTED TIME:  Two class periods.

MATERIALS:

Copy for students:  Formation of Mesa Prieta student activity sheet (2 - 9), Mesa Prieta
Geologic History student activity sheet (2 - 10), Ice Age Megafauna student information sheet (2 - 13).

From the trunk:  For each group: a “Numbered Heads Together” set of numbers one through four, 2 basalt 
rocks, 2 baggies of sediment, 2 paper plates. For the class: pictures of San Antonio Peak, Mesa Prieta and 
an erupting shield volcano, poster map of northern New Mexico, DVD Lava Flows, DVD Sleeping Monsters 
– Sacred Fires: Volcanoes of New Mexico, 2006 (27 min.), DVD New Mexico, the Volcano State: Explore the 
Volcanoes of the National Parks and Monuments in the Land of Enchantment, 2003 (14 min.), posters Vol-
cano Types of New Mexico and New Mexico: Land of Volcanoes, CD-ROM Shield Volcanoes by Jimmy Lara, a 
teacher from Velarde Elementary School, 2008.

From the teacher:  Scissors, tape, magnifying loupes* (check out from Mesa Prieta Petroglyph Project 
office) or hand lenses, DVD player.

For the teacher:  Geology of New Mexico teacher resource sheet (2 - 14), 
Geologic Map of New Mexico teacher resource sheet (2 - 18).  Another good  
resource is the Fossil Horse Cybermuseum at http://www.flmnh.ufl.edu/natsci/
vertpaleo/fhc/firstcm.htm.

BACKGROUND: The CD-ROM and the DVDs listed in Materials may be shown 
whenever you feel it is appropriate. 

PREPARATION: Move student desks into groups of four (you may have some 
groups of three) and tape numbers 1 - 4, one on each desk. You may want to 
make a bulletin board display of the pictures included in the resource trunk or 
just tape them on the board.

 

 

✔    �Students will understand the geologic processes that
formed Mesa Prieta.

✔    Students will learn to work cooperatively.

✔    Students will become good observers.

OBJECTIVES

UNIT 2: GEOLOGY OF TSIKW’AYE (MESA PRIETA)
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*Care of loupes: Cut small swatches of soft cotton cloth for each loupe, to use for leaning the lens. Use anti- 
bacterial wipes to clean the large end that touches the face.

http://www.flmnh.ufl.edu/natsci/vertpaleo/fhc/firstcm.htm
http://www.flmnh.ufl.edu/natsci/vertpaleo/fhc/firstcm.htm
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VOCABULARY
☛    Adapted:  changed or got used to a new situation.

☛    �Ancient:  very old.

☛     Basalt:  a type of dark volcanic rock formed from runny, non-viscous lava that created the 
Taos Plateau and Mesa Prieta.

☛      Bison:  the proper name for the large mammals that lived in the Great Plains and are some-
times called buffalo.

☛      Cacti:  the plural of cactus, a plant that usually has thorns and lives in dry places. 

☛    Cap rock:  hard rock on top of looser rock and soil that prevents erosion below it.

☛      Cerro:  Spanish word for hill. The volcanoes and lava domes near Questa are called cerros.

☛      Climate:  the weather patterns over many years; the average weather.

☛      Deposition:  the process of moving and depositing earth materials such as sand and rocks in 
a new location, thus building up that area. This process is part of erosion.

☛      Dire Wolf:  a very large wolf that lived during the Ice Age.

☛      Erosion:  the process of taking away or removing something such as soil and rocks.

☛      Extinct:  when an animal or plant species dies out everywhere on the Earth.

☛      Fissure:  a crack in the earth’s crust where lava spews out and flows like a river.

☛      Folsom spear point:  a type of spear point made by early people in New Mexico who were 
hunters and gatherers.

☛      Geologist:  a scientist who studies the Earth’s crust and its processes such as rocks, miner-
als, soils, erosion, mountain building and volcanoes.

☛      Glaciers:  large, thick areas of permanent ice. 

☛      Hunter-Gatherers:  Early nomadic families who moved constantly to find food and water. 
Paleo-Indians were hunter-gatherers.

☛      Ice age:  a time in the Earth’s history when large sheets of ice called glaciers covered the 
northern part of North America, Europe and Asia. The last ice age extended from 2.5 million 
years to 10,000 years ago.

☛      �Interglacial cycle:   the time when the climate was warm and dry

☛      Lava Dome:  a steep sided hill of cooled, viscous lava that erupted from a volcanic vent.

☛      Pleistocene Epoch:  the geologic time period of the last ice age, between 2.5 million years and 
10,000 years ago.

☛      River cobbles:  medium size rocks rounded by tumbling in a river or stream.

☛      Santa Fe Group:  layers of rock deposited in Española valley, mostly by streams and rivers 
coming off the Sangre de Cristo and Jemez Mountains.

☛      Sediment:  loose sand and gravel washed down through the process of erosion.

☛      Shield volcano:  a volcano that is low in shape and spews out runny non-viscous lava. The 
Hawaiian volcanoes are shield volcanoes as well as the cerros that formed the Taos Plateau.

☛    Spewed:  spit out or thrown out.

☛      Viscous lava:  lava that is thick and slow moving.

☛    �Vessicle:  a small air bubble or cavity found in gas-filled volcanic rocks like basalt.

☛    Volcanic vent:   an opening in the Earth’s crust where magma and volcanic gases escape.
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 1.   Ask the students for their ideas about how Mesa Prieta was formed. Accept all possibilities.

 2.   Have students watch the video New Mexico: The Volcano State, (14 min.) and look at the
posters Volcano Types of New Mexico and New Mexico: Land of Volcanoes.

 3.   Tell the students that you are going to use diagrams to explain how the geologists think the 
Mesa was formed. 

  a.  Using the Formation of Mesa Prieta student activity sheet (page 2 - 9), draw the first 
picture. Explain that the Rocky Mountains were pushed up due to great pressure 
inside the earth. On the student diagram they are on the east or right side of the 
drawing. If your students have studied about Plate Tectonics, then explain that the 
movement of the tectonic plates created the Rocky Mountain uplift between 75 and 40 
million years ago. 

  b.  Draw the second picture. The Rio Grande Rift began to form about 30 million years ago 
as New Mexico’s crust started to pull apart. The rift would be below sea level if it were 
not for sediments and lavas filling it in as the crust sank. The Rift begins in Colorado 
and extends all the way into Mexico. In the Española valley it is about 30 miles wide and 
2 miles deep, extending from the Sangre de Cristo Mountains to just west of Abiquiú. 
For most of the rift’s history it was a valley of deposition, which created a very flat 
landscape. Over millions of years, the mountains became lower, the rift spread and 
filled in with sediment building up the land to the west of the mountains. However, in 
the past 2.5 million years all of the streams and rivers in the rift have been eroding the 
land, creating valleys and canyons.

  

  c.  Draw picture three. Explain that between 6 and 2 million years ago many shield vol-
canoes and lava domes erupted west and northwest of the present day town of Taos. 
Point to them on the poster map of northern New Mexico. Explain that shield volcanoes 
and fissure eruptions often spew out runny, non- viscous lava that can travel many 
miles. The Hawaiian volcanoes are shield volcanoes. Show the two photos of Hawaiian 
volcanoes erupting and flowing. Now the extinct New Mexico volcanoes are low hills 
called cerros and look like the shield of a warrior. Show the painting of San Antonio 
Mountain, which is a lava dome and the largest of the cerros. The lava from numer-
ous fissure eruptions and shield volcanoes created the Taos Plateau. The lava from 

Activity 1

 

 

 The Rio Grande Rift, with cerros volcanoes in background.
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the fissure eruptions is called Servilleta Basalt. One of the fissure eruptions occurred 
west of Pilar between 3.6 and 3.3 million years ago and flowed into a narrow valley to 
the south. This lava flowed downhill about 20 miles from where it erupted and stopped 
near the present day town of Chamita. The lava cooled into a very hard, rock called 
basalt. Because lava, like water, flows to the bottom of a valley, the long lava rock was 
at the bottom of the valley 3.6 million years ago.

  d.  The hardened lava, called basalt, formed a protective covering (cap rock) over a nar-
row strip of land. The land around the lava flow began to erode away. Four hundred 
forty thousand years ago the Rio Grande became a flowing river and speeded up the 
erosion process. Between Embudo and Pilar the cap rock was very narrow and eroded 
through, creating the mesa we see today. Show or pass around the photos of Mesa 
Prieta. Ask the students where the Rio Grande Rift is located in drawings 3 and 4. 
(It is under the whole valley and the lava flow, including Mesa Prieta.)

 
 
 4.   Give each student the Formation of Mesa Prieta student activity sheet (2 - 9). Have the stu-

dents write an explanation about what is happening in each part. You may want them to cut 
out the four parts and tape them together in chronological order and color them. An alterna-
tive activity suggested by Jimmy Lara is to make little booklets by cutting out the four parts 
and gluing them on stiff paper in booklet form.  (This may be used as an assessment)

Hardened lava flow on Mesa Prieta. Truchas Peaks in the distance.
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Activity 2

 1.   Arrange students in groups of four. From the Resource Trunk “Numbered Heads Together” 
packet, get a set of numbered cards (1-4) for each student group. At each student’s place 
tape a number 1 through 4.

 2.   Explain that today the students will be working together in cooperative groups to review and 
learn some new information about the geology of Mesa Prieta. They will read paragraphs 
together and observe different materials. They will observe these materials with magnifying 
loupes and will write down their observations. 

 3.   Demonstrate the use of the loupes by standing sideways to the class. Hold the large end of the 
loupe against one eye and close the other. Bring your finger very close to the loupe until it is 
in focus. Those people who wear glasses may want to take off them off. Remind the students 
not to touch the lens. Pass out the loupes and have students practice looking at their hands. If 
loupes are not available, use hand lenses.

 4.   Pass out the Geology of Mesa Prieta student information sheets to each student and have 
them read Part 1 silently. Then have one person read Part 1 to the group. Students may ask 
each other questions to be sure that they all understand the information. When the students 
are ready they should all put their thumbs up.

 5.   The teacher then gives each group a basalt 
rock to observe. Working with a partner, one 
student uses the loupe to observe the rock 
and the partner writes down the observations 
on the back of the information sheet. Then 
they reverse roles.

 6.   When the class has finished observing the 
basalt, the teacher may ask the students 
to share their observations or she/he may 
decide to go directly to the “Numbered Heads 
Together” game*. Directions are below.  Ques-
tions are on 2 - 7.

 7.   This procedure is repeated with the Geology of 
Mesa Prieta student information sheet, Part 2 
and a bag of sediment and paper plate for each group. 

 8.   Show the DVD – Lava Flows

 (You may want to save the next part for the following day.)

 9.   This procedure is repeated with Geology of Mesa Prieta student information sheet, Part 3
using the Ice Age Megafauna student information sheet- Part 3, Activity 2.

Basalt boulder on Mesa Prieta.
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* “Numbered Heads Together” is a game used as a review of new information. Each student is assigned a 
number from one to four for the entire game. After the groups have read and reviewed the information in 
the first paragraph, the class is ready play the game.

 1.   The teacher reads a question. The students put their heads together and quietly (so the other 
groups can’t hear them) answer the question. The group must be sure that each member 
knows the answer.

 2.   The teacher calls on one of the four numbers to raise their hands and all the students who 
are that number raise their hand. For example, “Number twos, what is the answer?” All of the 
number twos raise their hands. Then the teacher calls on one of the number twos.

 3.   If the answer is correct, the teacher moves to the next question. If it is incorrect, another 
student with that number is called on.

 4.   For each question a different number will be called on randomly. Keeping score helps to keep 
up the students’ enthusiasm. 

EXTENSION:  Have the students color the pictures of the megafauna and cut them out. Discuss what 
the climate was like and what the habitat might have been like. Create a habitat, either a diorama or two 
dimensional picture, and glue the animals in it. This activity was suggested by Jimmy Lara. 

Some students may wish to do research. Included are some interactive web sites about ancient horses 
and the ice age: 

 http://www.flmnh.ufl.edu/natsci/vertpaleo/fhc/firstcm.htm. (Fossil Horse Cybermuseum)

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horse_evolution (Evolution of the Horse)

 http://www.geologicresources.com/pleistocene_epoch.html (The Great Ice Age)

CONCLUSION:  You may want to ask each student to share one thing that they learned today.

ASSESSMENT:

Write these two questions on the board.  Ask students to choose one of them and write a paragraph.

  a.   Which material is more affected by erosion: basalt or sediment?  Explain why you 
think so. 

  b.   What if there had been no fissure near Pilar and the lava had not flowed down to 
Chamita?  How would the land be different today?  Explain why.
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Questions for “Numbered Heads Together”   

Part 1:

 1.   Where did the basalt rocks come from? (Answer: Mesa Prieta; lava from a fissure
west of Pilar)

 2.   Where are the extinct shield volcanoes and lava domes located? (west of Questa;
northwest of Taos)

 3.  Name the largest of these cerros. (San Antonio Peak)

 4.   What are the cerros? (extinct shield volcanoes and lava domes west of Questa. The
lava from the shield vocanoes and fissure eruptions for the Taos Plateau.)

 5.  When did those volcanoes erupt? (between 5 - 2 million years ago)

 6.   Where did the lava from the fissure near Pilar come to a stop? (near the present day
town of Chamita)

 7.  What did that hardened lava form? (Mesa Prieta; cap rock)

Part 2:

 1.   Where did the sediment come from? (Sangre de Cristo and Jemez Mountains;
Truchas Peaks)

 2.  What is the process called that carried the sediment? (erosion) 

 3.  What do geologists call this sediment? (Santa Fe Group)

 4.  How many years ago did the Sangre de Cristo Mountains form? (75 to 40 million years ago)

 5.   How do we know how high Mesa Prieta was 3.6 million years ago? (The lava flowed over the 
ground level sediment and protected it from eroding.)

 6.   What carried the sediment away from the Española valley? (streams and rivers; erosion)

 7.   When did the Rio Grande begin to flow into the Española valley? (440 thousand years ago)

 8.   What did the Rio Grande do? (eroded the sediment; deepened the valley; carried rocks and 
sediment from the Taos area down to the Española valley; helped carve out the Rio Grande 
Gorge)

Part 3:

 1.   What does the word “megafauna” mean? (large animal)

 2.   Were the ice age mammals generally larger or smaller than the present day mammals? 
(larger)
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 3.   How did some of the ice age mammals adapt to the 
cold climate? (long hair)

 4.   How did the predators adapt to their large prey? 
(large size; long, sharp teeth)

 5.   Name some of the mammals that went extinct 
in North America at the end of the last ice age? 
(horse, camel, mammoth, saber-toothed cat, 
sloth, tapir)

 6.   Were people living in the southwest during the last 
ice age? (yes)

 7.   Did the hunting of some of these mammals contrib-
ute to their going extinct? (possibly)

 8.   Did the ice age occur before or after the Mesa Prieta 
lava flow? (after) Mesa Prieta flow ended 3.3 million 
years ago and the ice age began 2.5 million years 
ago)

 9.  When did the most recent ice age end? (10,000 years ago)

 10.  Name some of the mammals that adapted to the warmer, dryer climate at the end of the ice 
age? (bison, elk, wolf, bear)

 

Skull of saber-toothed cat 
from Los Angeles, CA
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Name: ______________________                                            Date: ____________

GEOLOGIC HISTORY OF MESA PRIETA:  Student Information Sheet:  Activity 2 

Looking at Mesa Prieta today, with its tumbled black basalt boulders, 
prickly pear cacti and an occasional juniper bush, it is hard to imagine 
its fiery beginning.

Part 1            

The story of Mesa  Prieta actually began long  before the volcanoes, 
between 75 - 40 million years ago. There was great pressure inside  the 
Earth that  caused  our present  day  Sangre  de  Cristo Mountains to 
rise. By 30 million years ago, the great pressure was over, and New 
Mexico began to split apart, forming the Rio Grande Rift. The Española 
valley began to drop down as the rift developed. As the valley dropped, 
much of the sediment from the Sangre de Cristo mountains was depos-
ited into the Española valley, forming layers of sedimetary rock that are 
part of the Santa Fe Group.

Part 2

Between 5 and 3 million years ago, west and northwest 
of the present town of Taos, shield volcanoes,  fissure 
eruptions and lava domes from numerous eruptions 
occurred. Most of these eruptions spewed out runny 
lava similar to the Hawaiian volcanoes. Multiple lava 
flows over time filled in much of the Taos valley, form-
ing the Taos Plateau. One eruption, approximately 3.6 
million years ago, leaked from a fissure west of Pilar 
and flowed south for 20 miles, finally coming to a stop 
at the present day town of Chamita. As the lava cooled 
and hardened it formed basalt rock in a layer called a 
cap rock.

You can see many of the extinct shield volcanoes and lava 
domes if you drive north to Questa.

They look like round hills and are called cerros. The largest cerro is named San Antonio Mountain and is a 
lava dome.

If people had lived 3.3 million years ago when  the lava flowed down from the Taos Plateau, they would 
have been standing on  land that was as high as Mesa Prieta is today.

In the past 3.3 million years, rain and rushing streams have eroded the soft sedimentary rock on all sides 
of the basalt cap rock. The sediment under the cap rock was protected from erosion.
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About 440,000 years ago the Rio Grande became a river that 
flowed from Colorado to the Gulf of Mexico. The river speed-
ed up the erosion process. On the Mesa you will find many 
river cobbles that the Rio Grande carried down from the 
north. As the land around the cap rock was worn away, the 
Mesa was left to stand on its own, high and rocky against 
the blue New Mexico sky.

Part 3

During the Ice Age, 2.5 million years ago, the northern 
parts of the earth were covered by huge ice fields. 
Geologists call this time the Pleistocene Epoch.

These continental glaciers did not reach New Mexico, 
but smaller mountain glaciers created the jagged 
shape of the Truchas Peaks. 

During the glacial cycles the climate was cool and 
moist and supported lush grasslands and mountain 
forests. When glaciers retreated during the interglacial 
cycles the climate became warm and dry. The dinosaurs 
had died out 65 million years ago and the age of mammals 
folllowed. Scientists call the large ice age mammals “mega fauna”. Saber tooth cats and dire wolves 
hunted woolly mammoths, giant bison, ground sloth and giant elk. Many other mammals, including horses 
and camels, also lived here.

Fossils of some of these mammals have been found in the 
Española and Pojoaque valleys. Even older fossils of mam-
mals that lived before the ice age have been found in the 
Santa Fe Group sediments under Mesa Prieta near Chami-
ta. They included ground sloths, horses, camels, dogs, and 
beaver.

Scientists believe that the earliest people who lived in New 
Mexico came here about 12,000 – 13,000 years ago. We call 
these people Paleo-Indians. They  lived on plants they gath-
ered and animals they hunted. The first spear point to be 

found together with giant bison skeletons 
was excavated at Folsom, NM. Pronghorn antelope, horses  and jackrabbits were probably 
hunted as well. Folsom spear points have been found on Mesa Prieta.
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Ice Age horse, Equus scotti

 

 

Truchas Peaks, viewed from Mesa Prieta
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About 10,000 years ago the most recent Ice Age ended, glaciers melted and the climate became warmer 
and drier. Most of the large mammals became extinct and some scientists think that the hunting of these 
animals by the early people may have helped cause their extinction. 

After their extinction, horses did not live in North America again until the Spanish brought them from 
Spain about 500 years ago.

Some large mammals like the bison, wolf, bear and elk were able to adapt to the changing climate by be-
coming smaller over thousands of years. Many of the smaller mammals that live today, such as mice and 
squirrels, were also able to adapt to these climate changes.

Europeans brought the first 
modern horses to North America

 

Ice Age bison
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Ice Age Megafauna*:  Student Information Sheet:  Activity 2 

*Bureau of Land Management, Dankworth Village. Supplementary drawings by Katherine Wells.
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GEOLOGIC HISTORY OF NEW MEXICO:  Teacher Resource Sheet

The geologic history of New Mexico is wonderfully diverse. Exposed within the state’s boundaries are Pre-
cambrian igneous and metamorphic rocks more than 1.5 billion years (b.y.) old, sedimentary strata repre-
senting each geologic period from Cambrian to Quaternary, and a variety of volcanic rocks erupted over 
the past 60 million years (m.y.) to within a few hundred years of the present. Study of these rocks and 
their relationships within the structural, tectonic, and geomorphic framework of New Mexico’s present 
landscapes has yielded much information on the geologic evolution of the state. Because of the complexi-
ties of New Mexico’s geology, however, only a brief outline of especially important aspects of the state’s 
geology can be presented here. Some additional details of New Mexico stratigraphy and structure may be 
found in the discussion of the state’s paleontology and young faulting elsewhere in this volume.

New Mexico’s Precambrian rocks are exposed predominantly in the cores of mountain ranges along the 
east side of the Rio Grande and in a few isolated ranges to the west, such as the Brazos, Nacimiento, Zuni, 
and Barros mountains. A wide variety of metamorphic and igneous rock types is present, with much local 
variation and many complex structures. In general the pattern seems to have been initial deposition and 
gradual burial of clastic sediments about 2 b.y. ago (probably at the edge of an ancient continent), ac-
companied by several episodes of extrusive volcanic activity, and followed by extensive regional folding, 
faulting, and metamorphism. Deformation and metamorphism wrought dramatic changes in the volcanic 
and sedimentary rocks: clastic sediments became contorted phyllites, schists, and quartzites, and the 
extrusive volcanics were transformed into sheared belts of felsites and amphibolites. Intrusion of gra-
nitic magmas overlapped the long-continuing tectonism and metamorphism, producing metamorphosed 
gneisses, in addition to large volumes of undeformed granite. Pegmatite dikes, representing final crystalli-
zation of magmas and containing beryl, lepidolite, tantalite, and other rare minerals, were injected locally 
into older granites, most notably at the Harding pegmatite mine near Dixon, and in the Petaca District of 
the Brazos Mountains.

These events appear to have begun earlier in 
northern New Mexico. Precambrian rocks in 
the Brazos, Taos, and Nacimiento mountains 
have been dated at 1.7 to 1.8 b.y., whereas 
the Precambrian cores of the Zuni, Manzano, 
Ladron, and Magdalena mountains are 1.3 to 
1.6 b.y. old, and the Sandia Granite is about 
1.45 b.y. old. Farther south, in the San Andres 
Mountains, Precambrian ages are 1.3 to 1.4 
b.y., and the Precambrian of the Franklin 
Mountains near El Paso is scarcely 1 b.y. old. 
As Precambrian metamorphic and igneous 
activity subsided, the landscapes began to be 
eroded, and, with the waxing and waning of Paleozoic seas across New Mexico, were in most areas eventu-
ally covered by Paleozoic sediments. Uplift during late Tertiary time, associated primarily with tectonic 
movement along the Rio Grande rift, has once again exposed some of these Precambrian rocks.

Sandia Mountains at Albuquerque, NM
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Through the Paleozoic Era most of the state was covered by vast shallow seas in which thick sequences of 
limestones, sandstones, and shales accumulated. The sedimentary record for the Cambrian through Devo-
nian periods is limited to the mountain ranges in the south-central and southwestern part of New Mexico; 
erosion of early and middle Paleozoic sediments in northern New Mexico occurred later in the Paleozoic. 
Through the Mississippian and Pennsylvanian periods, marine sediments were deposited in many parts 
of New Mexico. Renewed uplift in the Pennsylvanian created several large north-south trending islands 
that divided the northern seas, and by the beginning of the Permian these islands had coalesced into a 
landmass that shed great volumes of red clastic sediments, pushing the shoreline inexorably southward. 
These events corresponded temporally to the worldwide assembly of supercontinent Pangaea. In southern 
New Mexico the tropical seas in which the great Capitan Reef Complex grew persisted until nearly the end 
of the Permian, but eventually dwindled and vanished, leaving thick sequences of salt and potash over 
much of southeastern New Mexico.

Rocks of Triassic and 
Jurassic age are confined 
mainly to the northern 
half of the state and 
were deposited as rivers 
spread eroded sediments 
across vast continental 
plains toward oceans to 
the west. Colorful red, 
green, gray, brown, and 
white sandstones and 
shales of the Chinle and 
Morrison formations 
represent these periods in many parts of northern New Mexico.

By the last half of the Cretaceous period the seas had returned; 
New Mexico was on the western shoreline of a great shallow ocean 
that covered most of central North America. Numerous advances 
and retreats of the shoreline produced a great variety of marine 
and swampy facies. The classic sequence in the San Juan Basin is 
the best and most easily observed example, for these Cretaceous 
units are widely exposed today over much of the northwestern 
quarter of the state. Most of New Mexico’s coal deposits formed 
from the lush vegetation that existed in northwestern and north-
eastern New Mexico during this time. The sea retreated quickly 
out of the state at the close of the Cretaceous, the last time New 
Mexico would be covered by marine waters. About the same time, 
the Laramide orogeny, a profound mountain-building episode 
centered to the west of the state, intensified volcanic activity 
and uplift in the San Juan Mountains of southwestern Colorado 
and neighboring areas. Large volumes of clastic sediments were 
deposited by rivers across much of New Mexico, concentrating in 
structural depressions such as the San Juan and Raton basins. 
Local and sporadic volcanic and igneous activity also characterized 
some parts of New Mexico during the early Tertiary; the internal 
parts of these volcanic systems are now exposed as stocks and 
dikes mainly in southwestern New Mexico.
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Beginning about 40 m.y. ago, much of southwestern and central New Mexico was subjected to an enor-
mous explosion of volcanic activity that lasted about 20 m.y. before subsiding. Great thicknesses of 
ash-flow tuffs, along with andesite, rhyolite, and basalt flows, originated from gigantic volcanic cauldrons 
(some more than 50 km in diameter) as a consequence of complex interactions between two colliding 
lithospheric plates along the western coast of North America. Many of the cauldrons are not obvious in 
the present landscape, having been obscured by subsequent geologic events, but they form the cores of 
some of the most conspicuous topographic features of southwestern New Mexico, such as the Mogollon-
Datil plateau, Black Range, and Organ, Magdalena, San Mateo, and Peloncillo mountains.

Hydrothermal fluids associated with this volcanism produced some 
of New Mexico’s most important metallic resources. Other large 
volcanic masses in central New Mexico (e.g., Sierra Blanca and the 
Capitan and Ortiz mountains) formed about this time, which also 
witnessed the final uplift of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains. Locally, 
the eroded necks of isolated volcanos which formed in the middle 
Tertiary, such as Shiprock, still project above the modern land-
scape.

Continued crustal instability, chiefly extension, was also respon-
sible for initiating, about 30  m.y. ago, the Rio Grande rift, a great 
north-trending structural depression that bisects the state.  Along 
the eastern edge of the rift, fault blocks have been uplifted gradu-
ally to form a line of prominent mountain ranges, and the basins 
within the rift have accumulated thousands of meters of Miocene to 
Recent sediments. Continued evolution of the rift has also assured a 
strong igneous imprint on the geologic history of western and cen-
tral New Mexico. In the Jemez Mountains, volcanism began about 10 
m.y. ago, producing a series of basaltic and rhyolitic flows. As the 
magma chamber underlying the area became depleted, explosive 
eruptions beginning about 1.4 m.y. ago spread ash-flow tuffs and 
pumice across the Bandelier area, and scattered 
ash as far east as Kansas. Collapse subsequent to 
these eruptions created the Valles Caldera, with a 
diameter of 22 km, one of the largest in the world. 
After caldera collapse, magma continued to be 
extruded until a few tens of thousands of years ago. 
Extensive volcanism also began in northeastern 
New Mexico about 8 m.y. ago and left more than 100 
cones as well as widespread lava flows covering 
more than a quarter of Union and Colfax counties. 
Volcanic activity continued here until about 4,500 
years ago, and some of the youngest volcanos, such 
as Capulin, are virtually intact.

In west-central New Mexico the Mt. Taylor volcanic  field flourished from about 3.5 to 2 m.y. ago; Mt. Taylor 
itself was built up over more than a million years of intermittent activity. The larger Zuni-Bandera field 
southwest of Grants is an enormous area of malpais and volcanic cones that originated about 1.5 m.y. ago, 
and lava extrusion has continued nearly to the present. The McCarty’s flow is one of the most voluminous 
volcanic flows in the world that has occurred in historical times; its eruption about A.D. 1300 has been 
recorded in Native American stories. 
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Exposed volcanic pipe, Dixon, NM
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Valles Caldera, Jemez Mountains, NM
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The extensive malpais near Carrizozo is not much older 
(perhaps 1,000-1,500 years old).

Within about the past million years significant volcanic 
activity has also occurred southwest of Las Cruces and 
in several places along the west side of the Rio Grande 
in the Albuquerque area. The Albuquerque volcanos 
and related structures are between 150 and 200 thou-
sand years old.

During the late Tertiary and Quaternary periods, sedi-
ments continued to be deposited in all parts of the 
state. The surface of the High Plains of eastern New 
Mexico is of this age, and thick Pleistocene sedimen-
tary deposits have built up along the Rio Grande and 
many other rivers within the state. Erosion and deposi-
tion proceed rapidly compared to most other geologic 
processes, and many of the most conspicuous features 
of the present landscape—from the familiar desert 
mesas and buttes to the intricately dissected badlands 
of northwest and central New Mexico to the windblown 
gypsum dunes of White Sands—are all the result of 
very recent geologic processes.

Barry S. Kues and Jonathan F. Callender 
 
(Adapted from New Mexico In Maps, 2nd ed., Jerry L. Williams, ed., University of New Mexico Press, 
Albuquerque, 1986, pp. 2, 4)

 

Malpais near Grants, NM

Rio Grande valley from Taos Junction, NM
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Plant on dunes at White Sands, NM
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Vocabulario Unidad 2: La geología de Tsikw’aye
☛     Adaptado:  cambiado o acostumbrado a una nueva situación.

☛     Anciano:  muy viejo.

☛     Basalto:  un tipo de roca volcánica oscura, lava fría.

☛     Bisonte:  el nombre propio para los animales grandes que vivían en las grandes praderas y 
algunas veces son llamadas búfalos.

☛     Bolsa:  una pequeña burbuja de aire o cavidad que se encuentra en rocas volcánicas llenas de 
gas, como el basalto.

☛     Cacti:  el plural de cactus, una planta que normalmente tiene espinas y crece enlugares secos.

☛     Cantos Rodados:  rocas de tamaño medio, redondeadas por los ríos y los riachuelos.

☛     Cap Rock: roca dura en lo alto de una roca suelta y tierra que previene la erosión debajo de ella.

☛     Cazadores y agricultores:  Las familias nómadas tempranas que se mudaban constantemente 
para encontrar agua y comida. Los paleo-indios eran cazadores y agricultores.

☛     Cerro:  la palabra española para “colina”. Los volcanes que revisten Questa son llamadas Cerros.

☛     Clima:  los patrones meteorológicos que han perdurado durante muchos años; el promedio de 
tiempo atmosférico.

☛     Depósito:  el proceso mediante el cual los materiales contenidos en el suelo, tales como la 
arena y las piedras, se trasladan y reacomodan en otro lugar, formando un área nueva. Este 
proceso es parte de la erosión.

☛     Dire wolf:  un lobo muy grande que existió durante la época glaciar.

☛     Domo de lava o domo tapón:  un montículo aproximadamente circular que se origina en una 
erupción lenta de lava viscosa de un volcán.

☛     Edad del hielo:  un tiempo en la historia de la tierra cuando largas capas de hielo, llamaras 
glaciares ocupaban la mayor parte de Norte América, Europa y Asia.

☛     Erosión:  proceso mediante el cual algo se desgasta o elimina.

☛      Extinción:  cuando una especie animal o planta desaparece allá en todos los sitios donde se 
encuentra en la tierra.

☛     Fisura:  una abertura en la capa de la tierra a través de la cual se escapa la lava y flota como río.

☛     Folsom spear point:  un tipo de apear punto hecho por los habitantes tempranos de Nuevo 
México que eran cazadores y agricultores.

☛     Geólogo:  un científico que estudia la corteza terrestre y sus procesos tales como los minerales, 
el suelo, la erosión, la formación de montañas y volcanes.

☛     Glaciares:  grandes y gruesas capas de permanente hielo.

☛     Lava viscosa:  lava espesa y que se mueve lentamente.

☛     Respiradero volcánico o chimenea volcánica:  una apertura en la capa de la tierra por donde 
se escapan los gases volcánicos.

☛     Santa Fe grupo:  la formación de sedimento desprendido y depositado al oeste de las montañas 
de la sangre de Cristo por la acción de la lluvia y los arroyos.

☛     Sedimento:  arena desprendida y gravilla lavado debido al proceso de erosión.

☛     Volcán escudo:  un volcán que es bajo en forma y sale a borbotones líquido de lava. Los vol-
canes Hawaianos son volcanes en escudo al igual que los cerros que forman Mesa Prieta.

☛     Salir a borbotones:  escupir o tirar lava.
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Geological Diagram 2

Nombre____________ Fecha___________

UNIDAD 2. Geología de Tsikw’aye (Mesa Prieta)

FORMACIÓN DE MESA PRIETA. Hoja de actividades para el estudiante. Actividad 1

 1.  Elevación de montaña rocosa 40 millones de años atrás.

 2.   Grupo de sedimentos en Santa Fe. 24 millones de años atrás. Fisura en RíoGrande. Montañas 
Sangre de Cristo.

 3.   Lava emergiendo de un volcán escudo, 3 millones de años atrás. Montañas Sangre de Cristo.

 4.   Roca para evitar la erosión en Mesa Prieta. Caudal de agua 25 millones de años atrás.
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*Bureau of Land Management, Dankworth Village. Dibujos suplementarios de Katherine Wells.
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Unidad 2: La geología de Tsikw’aye (Mesa Prieta)

Ice Age Mammals

Unidad 2. Geología de Tsikw’aye (Mesa Prieta)

Hoja de información para el estudiante.

Variedad de fauna en la Edad de Hielo Parte 3 Actividad 2

Animales representados en la ilustración: oso; mamut; caribú; camello; tapir; caballo; tigre sable; bisonte 
de grandes cuernos; perezoso.

Oso

Marmut

Tapir

Camello

 Tigre Sable

Perezoso

Bisonte de Grandes Cuernos

Caribú

Caballo




